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Maintaining Forbes Polished and Brushed Products
Bright Finish: The recommended method is to apply Polish with a
soft towel, rub briskly, and polish with a soft, clean cloth. It is most
important to polish while the Polish is still moist. Do not let it dry.
Treat one small area at a time (2 to 4 feet of tubing).
Brushed finish: To maintain a brushed finish, use a 6" x 9.5" very
fine silicon carbide hand pad. Hold the pad on each end and work
back and forth-like a buffing action across the tube (see Fig. A below).
Buff a 6" section at a time then lift pad off tube and relocate.
Alternative method is wrapping the pad around the tube. Using one
hand, move the pad in a twisting motion around the tube (see Fig. B
below). Do a 6" section at a time, then lift pad off and move down to
the next section over lapping 1" as you go. Do not spiral down the
tube.
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Recommended Care for
Forbes Brass Bellman's Handtrucks
Please remember when handling Forbes solid brass handtrucks, that brass is a softer metal than steel or stainless steel
and requires careful handling.
Here are a few steps in maintaining these trucks:
1. Use only for transporting luggage. Not designed for boxes,
pallets and general use.
2. Maximum load weight capacity is 250 lbs (don't overload).
3. Do not lay or drop Brass Handtrucks on its back. Only
the #1570 series is structurally designed to be laid down
on its back and loaded.
4. A bungee cord is attached to each Handtruck to hold the
drop-nose in an "up" position when not in use. This allows
more room when stationed in the front lobby and reduces
the chances of a guest tripping over the drop-nose in its
"down" position.
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5. To maintain Forbes Brass Trucks/Carts see instructions
“Maintaining Forbes Polished and Brushed Products" to
the left of this page.

*Wrap hand around pad and tube and with
a twisting action polish a section at a time.

For both Bright and Brushed Finishes: Don't polish the caster and
wheel assemblies as they have a clear coating and should be cleaned
with a soft cloth. If polished on a weekly basis, this simple task will
reward you with carts of lasting beauty that will impress all who see
them.
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